LOCK DOWN
(Serious Threat or Incident)
Students should be made aware of the procedures of a lock down and what is expected
of them should a Code RED for ‘LOCK DOWN’ be enacted.
Should a student or adult be a serious threat to students, staff or other people, with the
intent to harm, the following steps should take place:
1. The staff member present should send an adult to inform the Principal or
delegated authority, who will assess the severity of the situation and inform a
member of the Incident Response Team.
2. In the case of an immediate response being required, a staff member must yell
RED, RED, RED which will initiate immediate lockdown procedures.
3. This code word RED represents the understanding that:
a. The person involved has lost capacity for reason or rational thought and
is intent on causing serious/grievous bodily harm to another student/adult
in the school. This may include any threat that a staff member believes
will be carried out and the student is not responding to requests to desist
by a staff member. A Code RED will enact automatic ‘Lock Down’ which
requires staff to:
i. Activate all automatic window shutters so they are lowered and
secured.
ii. Doors that lead to the building are locked and deadlocks secured.
a. Front Door: Principal
b. Back Door: Spiros
c. Kitchen Door: Psychologist
d. Side Alley Door: Marcel
iii. All children are in classrooms with doors and windows closed.
iv. If a member of the Incident Response Team is unable to lock
down their designated area, they must inform another staff
member to ensure this is completed.
v. During break times duty teachers must ensure teachers are sent
inside in an orderly manner
4. When a threat is presently outside of the school building, Lock Down procedures
can be initiated on communication of a Code RED
5. If the threat is presently within the school, the incident response team may be
called to guide or forcibly remove the student/adult from the premise before lock
down procedures can be initiated.
6. The remaining adult in each classroom will be responsible for shutting the door
shutters, and windows within each classroom, and supervising children until a
Code’ GREEN has been communicated to them by the Principal or delegated
authority.
Students should be made aware of the procedures of a lock down, and their role,
should a Code RED be enacted.
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